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MKCS is a leading provider of
psychometric assessment tools and
career counseling services to
individuals, corporates & institutes
serving a global clientele.

In-house developed assessment
platform with tools & reports built
with over 3 years of research.
Our Global Advisory Council - which
comprises of educators, coaches,
and corporate professionals.
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This is the perfect program for students in Grade 8
and above, as it helps them with subject selection
in school and career path identification for higher
studies, based on their interests and personalities.

GOAL FINDER PROGRAM
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DREAM FINDER PROGRAM

We offer a program for working and on-break
professionals who want to restart or grow their

careers. It helps them identify gaps and plan for
their next career move.

A specialized program designed to help identify the
most suitable candidates to hire as per role
requirements and also to understand the priorities
and training needs of existing employees.
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CANDIDATE INSIGHTS PROGRAM
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RESUME WRITING SERVICES

We redefine resumes for experienced
professionals - whether job searching or needing

help articulating experiences. We build ATS
compatible resumes with expert guidance.
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CORPORATE WORKSHOPS

We offer custom-designed workshops
around Leadership Development, Team

Building, Career Development, Diversity &
Inclusion among many others.

5 Upgrade to a LinkedIn profile that is fully aligned with
your professional ambitions. Unleash the full power of
LinkedIn by publishing high-quality posts that are
industry-aligned, consistent, & graphically rich.

LINKEDIN PROFILE BUILDER PROGRAM
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